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Business Express: Managing difficult situations and
discussions 2014-09-24
if you need to be in the know in no time at all business express will get you
from beginner to brilliant in the blink of an eye this fast focused and
carefully crafted ebook will help you pick up all the essential knowledge you
need to know about handling difficult situations all in the shortest possible
time learn just when you need to or well in advance read it at your desk or on
the move dip in and out or start from scratch it s all up to you but however
you use it you ll quickly feel more confident competent and better equipped to
make things happen and keep moving ahead save time it s quick and easy to read
get smart just the essential knowledge you need feel good watch your confidence
grow business express know how in no time it ll only take about 30 minutes for
you to get up to speed on one of these other great business express subjects
too seach by title download your copies and start knowing more in no time
managing your time productively developing your influencing skills delegating
effectively managing upwards successfully persuasive communication leading your
team through change making effective decisions managing performance and
appraisals managing difficult situations and discussions negotiating with
confidence writing compelling reports and proposals presenting with confidence
how to be assertive effective mentoring coaching effectively managing
productive meetings motivating your team embracing diversity within your team
effective problem solving interviewing with confidence

Managing and Engineering in Complex Situations
2013-02-15
with so many terms available to define the same thing it would seem nearly
irresponsible to introduce yet another term complex situation to describe a
phenomenological state of such as a system however a complex situation infers
both a broader meaning and imposes a different perspective complex in this
context is dependent on understanding and reality rather than observer and
knowledge situation imposes a gestalt that cannot be characterized within a
singular perspective that relegates paradox to a superior subordinate hierarchy
this also infers that complex situation has no monotonic definition or each
definition is by default incomplete therefore the perennial derivations for
systems such as complex systems system of systems federation of systems is no
longer a sufficient descriptor for complex situation ergo system and its
genealogy lack the constitution to define complex situations the books intent
is to explore this pathology through a series of papers written by authors that
work in complex situations and have dealt with the limitations of the status
quo systems

Difficult Conversations 2004
every one of us faces the need to speak up in difficult situations at some time
we may not like doing it but not speaking up usually makes matters worse so how
do you communicate to your partner that something they do drives you mad
without it ending in a row how do you correct or criticise a colleague without
generating repercussions that you ll regret how do you tell someone clearly of
a decision that you know will cause disappointment or provoke strong
disagreement how do you handle conflict anne dickson tells you how she
describes a range of difficult conversations that frequently occur in intimate
social and work situations and reveals simple but powerful techniques that will
help you to transform the situation you ll discover how to communicate directly
and honestly without damaging your relationships keep to your point without
backing down or getting into a fight initiate a discussion without encountering
resistance or attack offer criticism without antagonising the other person
manage your anxiety and develop genuine confidence in your authority and much
much more
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Addressing Difficult Situations in Foreign-Language
Learning 2018-10-09
this book examines a neglected area of foreign language teaching and learning
difficult and aggressive situations the author presents the real life
experiences of language users and analyses how these individuals have dealt
with confusion impoliteness and hostility in target language contexts in the
united states canada and the united kingdom and within their home country by
constructing a student centred pedagogical model around the data collected the
author considers the choices available to language learners in difficult
situations as well as tools for language learners to develop pragmalinguistic
and sociopragmatic resources

A Complicated Situation 1998
after several years of living with her widowed stepfather in northern
california an adolescent girl tries to articulate her affection for him only as
she is being sent back east to live with relatives she hardly knows

Complex Situations in Coaching 2019-04-05
complex situations in coaching is a collection of 20 typical yet underdiscussed
issues in coaching ranging from value conflicts multiple agendas power dynamics
and emotion management to the role of money etc organized into ten chapters
they are positioned into the literature and commented on by world class coaches
coaching researchers educators and program directors this plurality of voices
is designed to foster dialogue questions and solutions this setting supportive
of reflexivity critical thinking and diversity awareness is essential to the
development and education of coaches in an increasingly complex world where
ready made solutions prove limited thus beyond a toolkit approach this book
engages in a thought provoking and multi perspective journey in support of the
professionalization and continuous education of coaches instructors and or
supervisors

Difficult Situations in Business Coaching 2022-01-01
coaches encounter a range of situations in their professional practice that
they experience as difficult the challenges have different sources they can
come from the coaches themselves the coachees or the commissioning organization
but how do these situations present themselves in detail how can coaches
understand them and respond appropriately using real case studies collected
online this book takes a closer look at difficult situations in doing so
renowned coaches present for discussion their theoretical and methodological
perspectives and their recommendations for action this book is a translation of
the original german 1st edition schwierige situationen im business coaching by
heidi möller and jannik zimmermann published by springer fachmedien wiesbaden
gmbh part of springer nature in 2020 the translation was done with the help of
artificial intelligence machine translation by the service deepl com a
subsequent human revision was done primarily in terms of content so that the
book will read stylistically differently from a conventional translation
springer nature works continuously to further the development of tools for the
production of books and on the related technologies to support the authors

500 Letters for Difficult Situations 2010-05-18
giving difficult news clearly and sensitively is no easy task however there are
ways to say the right thing at the right time 500 letters for difficult
situations offers helpful templates for when you need to say something
tactfully and gracefully inside you ll find letters to guide you through the
most challenging communications including how to express sympathy for the
bereaved explain why a relationship isn t working offer condolences for those
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who are going through a divorce give a notice of termination from employment
reprimand an employee for poor performance 500 letters for difficult situations
ensures that you know what to say and how to say it

Dealing with Difficult Situations at Work 2014-03-18
have you started your day feeling happy with the world but find it going
rapidly downhill because of the difficult situations you face do you feel you
re not in control during these situations do other people try to manipulate you
difficult situations arise for everyone at work but armed with the tools you
need to handle them constructively you ll be able to regain control and manage
your side of any transaction dealing with difficult situations is essential
reading for anyone who wants to handle difficult behaviour and take back
control during life s difficult situations

Speaking Your Mind in 101 Difficult Situations
2006-04
a straightforward handbook that will help replace anxiety with confidence when
it is crucial to say it right

Informed by Knowledge 2011-01-07
the focus of this book is on how experts adapt to complexity synthesize and
interpret information in context and transform or fuse disparate items of
information into coherent knowledge the chapters examine these processes across
experts e g global leaders individuals in extreme environments managers police
officers pilots commanders doctors inventors across contexts e g space and
space analogs corporate organizations command and control crisis and crowd
management air traffic control the operating room product development and for
both individual and team performance successful information integration is a
key factor in the success of diverse endeavors including team attempts to climb
mt everest crowd control in the middle east and remote drilling operations this
volume is divided into four sections each with a specific focus on an area of
expert performance resulting in a text that covers a wide range of useful
information these sections present well researched discussions such as the
management of complex situations in various fields and decision contexts
technological and training approaches to facilitate knowledge management by
individual experts and expert teams new or neglected perspectives in expert
decision making and the importance of modeling expert performance through
techniques and frameworks such as cognitive task analysis computational
architectures based on the notion of causal belief mapping such as convince me
or the data frame model of sensemaking the volume provides essential reading
for researchers and practitioners of naturalistic decision making and those who
study expertise organizational and cognitive psychologists and researchers and
students in business and engineering

Sensemaking in Safety Critical and Complex Situations
2021-07-14
sensemaking in safety critical and complex situations human factors and design
human factors based design that supports the strengths and weaknesses of humans
are often missed during the concept and design of complex technical systems
with the focus on digitalization and automation the human actor is often left
out of the loop but needs to step in during safety critical situations this
book describes how human factors and sensemaking can be used as part of the
concept and design of safety critical systems in order to improve safety and
resilience this book discusses the challenges of automation and automated
systems when humans are left out of the loop and then need to intervene when
the situation calls for it it covers human control and accepts that humans must
handle the unexpected and describes methods to support this it is based on
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recent accident analysis involving autonomous systems that move our
understanding forward and supports a more modern view on human errors to
improve safety in industries such as shipping and marine the book is for human
factors and ergonomists safety engineers designers involved in safety critical
work and students stig ole johnsen is a senior researcher at sintef in norway
he has a phd from ntnu in norway with a focus on resilience in complex socio
technical systems and has a master s in technology management from mit ntnu he
chairs the human factors in control network hfc in norway to strengthen the
human factors focus during development and implementation of safety critical
technology his research interests include meaningful human control to support
safety and resilience during automation and digitalization thomas porathe has a
degree in information design from malardalen university in sweden he is
currently professor of interaction design at the norwegian university of
science and technology in trondheim norway he specializes in maritime human
factors and design of maritime information systems specifically directed
towards control room design e navigation and autonomous ships he has been
working with e navigation since 2006 in eu projects such as blast efficiensea
monalisa accseas sesame and the unmanned ship project munin he is active in the
international association of aids to navigation and lighthouse authorities iala

Dealing with Difficult Situations 2015-05-04
dealing with difficult situations the processing of the lord is the testimony
of wayne and charmaine brown as they were being processed by god in their
season of preparation for the ministry it gives insight into how all believers
in christ can respond to life s challenges partnering with god and allowing his
processing to have christ formed in them god takes his time to shape and form
the man before the ministry he has been shaping his church the body of christ
for over two thousand years in every season of life there is seed process and
harvest process involves challenges and it is important that we have the right
response to god in the midst of life s challenges as we go through challenges
it is also important that we have a correct and accurate posture knowing that
through our suffering god s glory will emerge the result of all god s work is
to have christ formed in us so we can fulfill his purposes accurately and in
his nature

Perfect Phrases for Dealing with Difficult Situations
at Work: Hundreds of Ready-to-Use Phrases for Coming
Out on Top Even in the Toughest Office Conditions
2008-07-24
16 simple yet versatile thinking models to solve problems make decisions and
engineer insight mental models are like giving a treasure map to someone lost
in the woods they provide instant understanding context and most importantly a
path to the end destination now imagine having such a map for all problems and
decisions in your life make complex decisions with speed and confidence stop
being fooled by false alarms mental models 16 versatile thinking tools sheds
light on true intelligence it s not about knowledge and knowing the capitals of
all the countries in the world it s about how you think and each mental model
is a specific framework on how to think smart and with insight you can approach
the world by trying to analyze each piece of information separately or you can
learn mental models that do the work for you emulate the world s top thinkers
dead and alive peter hollins has studied psychology and peak human performance
for over a dozen years and is a bestselling author he has worked with a
multitude of individuals to unlock their potential and path towards success his
writing draws on his academic coaching and research experience stop ramming
your head into the wall and take on an entirely new perspective
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Mental Models: 16 Versatile Thinking Tools for
Complex Situations: Better Decisions, Clearer
Thinking, and Greater Self-Awareness 2019-09-29
the right phrase for every situation every time wno matter how much you love
your job you will inevitably run into difficult situations on the job that test
your ability to keep your cool written by the author of perfect phrases for
dealing with difficult people this handy reference of ready to use phrases will
help you avoid disasters steer clear of sticky circumstances with coworkers and
leave you in control if you re asked to give an impromptu presentation or you
accidentally send a personal e mail to your boss you ll have the best words for
every situation including handling criticism and being heard criticizing
picking up the ball when someone else has dropped it getting credit for your
project when an associate takes the praise deflecting a flirtatious client or
coworker filled with phrases for every mistake mix up and mishap this guide
will be become your best friend in the workplace there are no difficult
situations when you have perfect phrases

Perfect Phrases for Dealing with Difficult Situations
at Work: Hundreds of Ready-to-Use Phrases for Coming
Out on Top Even in the Toughest Office Conditions
2008-08-29
we all want to get to yes but what happens when the other person keeps saying
no how can you negotiate successfully with a stubborn boss an irate customer or
a deceitful coworker in getting past no william ury of harvard law school s
program on negotiation offers a proven breakthrough strategy for turning
adversaries into negotiating partners you ll learn how to stay in control under
pressure defuse anger and hostility find out what the other side really wants
counter dirty tricks use power to bring the other side back to the table reach
agreements that satisfies both sides needs getting past no is the state of the
art book on negotiation for the twenty first century it will help you deal with
tough times tough people and tough negotiations you don t have to get mad or
get even instead you can get what you want

Getting Past No 2007-04-17
this book examines a neglected area of foreign language teaching and learning
difficult and aggressive situations the author presents the real life
experiences of language users and analyses how these individuals have dealt
with confusion impoliteness and hostility in target language contexts in the
united states canada and the united kingdom and within their home country by
constructing a student centred pedagogical model around the data collected the
author considers the choices available to language learners in difficult
situations as well as tools for language learners to develop pragmalinguistic
and sociopragmatic resources

Addressing Difficult Situations in Foreign-Language
Learning 2018-10-05
sensemaking in safety critical and complex situations human factors and design
human factors based design that supports the strengths and weaknesses of humans
are often missed during the concept and design of complex technical systems
with the focus on digitalization and automation the human actor is often left
out of the loop but needs to step in during safety critical situations this
book describes how human factors and sensemaking can be used as part of the
concept and design of safety critical systems in order to improve safety and
resilience this book discusses the challenges of automation and automated
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systems when humans are left out of the loop and then need to intervene when
the situation calls for it it covers human control and accepts that humans must
handle the unexpected and describes methods to support this it is based on
recent accident analysis involving autonomous systems that move our
understanding forward and supports a more modern view on human errors to
improve safety in industries such as shipping and marine the book is for human
factors and ergonomists safety engineers designers involved in safety critical
work and students stig ole johnsen is a senior researcher at sintef in norway
he has a phd from ntnu in norway with a focus on resilience in complex socio
technical systems and has a master s in technology management from mit ntnu he
chairs the human factors in control network hfc in norway to strengthen the
human factors focus during development and implementation of safety critical
technology his research interests include meaningful human control to support
safety and resilience during automation and digitalization thomas porathe has a
degree in information design from malardalen university in sweden he is
currently professor of interaction design at the norwegian university of
science and technology in trondheim norway he specializes in maritime human
factors and design of maritime information systems specifically directed
towards control room design e navigation and autonomous ships he has been
working with e navigation since 2006 in eu projects such as blast efficiensea
monalisa accseas sesame and the unmanned ship project munin he is active in the
international association of aids to navigation and lighthouse authorities iala

Sensemaking in Safety Critical and Complex Situations
2021-07-13
it s not complicated offers a paradigm shift for business professionals looking
for simplified solutions to complex problems rick nason introduces the
principles of complexity thinking which empower managers to understand
correlate and explain a diverse range of business phenomena

It's Not Complicated 2017-01-01
practical methods for solving messy problems in the office from
underperformance to office romances to interpersonal conflicts perfect
solutions for difficult employee situations gives you effective techniques for
solving 401 sticky employee situations drawing on top psychological and
management methods to help you avoid problems and prepare for you when they do
arise this survival guide features perfect phrases for responding to difficult
or uncomfortable situations and treating employees with sensitivity and concern
addressing hot button topics such as fairness poor performance diversity sex
anger and inappropriate behavior each chapter features a script for the
solution and extra advice for such challenges as handling a crisis in an
employee s life negotiating salary and announcing pay cuts managing personal
problems from body odor to personal calls responding to accusations of sexual
harrassment addressing generational problems enlisting expert assistance

Perfect Solutions for Difficult Employee Situations
2005-01-21
from ingrid bens the author of the best selling book facilitating with ease
comes the next step resource for project leaders managers community leaders
teachers and other facilitators who want to hone their skills in order to deal
with complex situations advanced facilitation strategies is a field guide that
offers practical strategies and techniques for working with challenging
everyday situations these proven strategies and techniques are based on
experience gleaned from hundreds of facilitated activities in organizations of
all sizes and in all sectors both novice and seasoned facilitators who have had
firsthand experience designing and leading meetings will benefit from this
reality based playbook advanced facilitation strategies is filled with the
information facilitators need to become better at diagnosing facilitation
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assignments and creating effective process designs broaden their repertoire of
tools to make impromptu design changes whenever they are needed learn to be
more resilient and confident when dealing with dysfunctional situations and
difficult people

Advanced Facilitation Strategies 2012-07-05
in recent decades there has been increasing attention to mass atrocities such
as genocide war crimes crimes against humanity and other gross human rights
violations at the same time there has been a vast increase in the number of
academics and researchers seeking to analyze the causes of and offer practical
responses to these atrocities yet there remains insufficient discussion of the
practical and ethical challenges surrounding research into serious abuses and
dealing with vulnerable populations the aim of this edited volume is to guide
researchers in identifying and addressing challenges in conducting qualitative
research in difficult circumstances such as conducting research in autocratic
or uncooperative regimes with governmental or non governmental officials and
perhaps most importantly with reluctant respondents such as victims of genocide
or on the other side of the coin war criminals the volume proceeds in five
substantive sections each addressing a different challenge of conducting field
research in conflict affected or repressive situations ethics access veracity
security identity objectivity behaviour this important text will be vital
reading for students scholars and researchers in the areas of research methods
international relations anthropology and human rights it will also be of keen
interest to policy practioners and ngos and especially relevant for those
working in the regions of africa latin america and asia

A Method for Computing Probabilities in Complex
Situations 1968
while acquisitions and expansion strategies are understood as exciting in the
business world contraction activities are received less enthusiastically
nevertheless portfolio restructuring constitutes a strategic tool to increase
the strategic focus of firms and achieve economies of scale and an efficient
control of multiple business units this restructuring thus has distinct
implications for companies and units the handbook of research on corporate
restructuring and globalization provides emerging research on the theoretical
infrastructure for portfolio restructuring in a single piece of work and
explores important topics in the field including the implications on foreign
and domestic units and the degree to which increasing globalization influences
restructuring practices featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as
emerging markets risk assessment and global business this book is ideally
designed for corporate managers government officials scholars researchers and
students

Surviving Field Research 2009-06-02
the 10th anniversary edition of the new york times business bestseller now
updated with answers to ten questions people ask we attempt or avoid difficult
conversations every day whether dealing with an underperforming employee
disagreeing with a spouse or negotiating with a client from the harvard
negotiation project the organization that brought you getting to yes difficult
conversations provides a step by step approach to having those tough
conversations with less stress and more success you ll learn how to decipher
the underlying structure of every difficult conversation start a conversation
without defensiveness listen for the meaning of what is not said stay balanced
in the face of attacks and accusations move from emotion to productive problem
solving
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Handbook of Research on Corporate Restructuring and
Globalization 2019-05-31
discover the right way to handle conflict conflict is an unavoidable part of
life but you can control how you respond to it you can let difficult situations
fuel your anger and stir your desire to retaliate or you can choose to grow in
empathy honesty and acceptance it s up to you overcoming conflict will give you
the confidence you need to solve arguments settle disputes and restore harmony
you ll learn ten common myths about conflict how to properly discuss
differences and issues the importance of observing body language what to do
when someone confronts you the power and meaning of forgiveness by applying the
principles in this book you will develop new patterns of behavior that will
significantly improve your personal and professional relationships and give you
greater peace of mind when conflicts arise

Difficult Conversations 2023-08-22
it is time to overcome your difficult situations are there problems in your
life that have lingered for long does it seem like the more you try the more
frustrated you get trying to solve your problems do you need the keys to be
able to face and overcome the problems that plague your life daily this book is
the solution you are looking for with the four biblical keys and three elements
for overcoming difficult problems that have been clearly explained and
practicalised you can be sure that your difficult problems will be over scroll
up and click buy to experience the impossible in your life

Overcoming Conflict 2017-06-01
have you ever been in a relationship that wasn t really a relationship or have
you ever been in a romantic situation that didn t have true definition so it
seemed that anything could go on because there were no boundaries if the answer
to these question is yes then this book is for you jasmine sends us on a
familiar journey and chronicles her early relationship life giving language and
perspective to what many people go through their entire lives the cycle of
emotional mental and physical ups and downs she takes us through is incredibly
transparent this story is relatable but fresh enough to open your eyes to new
perspectives this story will show you the crippling effect of being in a
hindering relationship and what freedom from those relationships look like

Experience The Impossible 2021-03-12
the six c process allows educators to take progressively more assertive steps
as needed to resolve a conflict using the least amount of time and energy while
preserving relationships

It's Complicated 2018-04-22
new from the bestselling hbr s 10 must reads series join forces with others
inside and outside your organization to solve your toughest problems if you
read nothing else on collaborating effectively read these 10 articles we ve
combed through hundreds of articles in the harvard business review archive and
selected the most important ones to help you work more productively with people
on your team in other departments and in other organizations leading experts
such as daniel goleman herminia ibarra and morten hansen provide the insights
and advice you need to forge strong relationships up down and across the
organization build a collaborative culture bust silos harness informal
knowledge sharing pick the right type of collaboration for your business manage
conflict wisely know when not to collaborate looking for more must read
articles from harvard business review check out these titles in the popular
series hbr s 10 must reads the essentials hbr s 10 must reads on communication
hbr s 10 must reads on innovation hbr s 10 must reads on leadership hbr s 10
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must reads on making smart decisions hbr s 10 must reads on managing yourself
hbr s 10 must reads on strategic marketing hbr s 10 must reads on teams

From Conflict to Conciliation 2010-02-03
have you ever tried to move with someone or try to connect but the person seem
to be difficult in getting along with or you have a boss at work or a superior
in you working place that makes work time uneasy and life difficult for you at
times or perhaps you have a friend that all most all of the time there is
always communication break or misunderstandings and after you ve tried all your
best nothing seems to change here is a preview of what you ll learn identify
the difficulty identify with the difficult person find a common thread and sew
if up kill the difficult person with kindness confront the difficult person and
use i statements find a way to communicate or work together insert bullet point
and so much much more the truth is if you have always wanted to figure out ways
to get along with those difficult people you re not alone most people lack an
effective strategy to learn what getting along with those strong personalities
really takes this book provides you with proven strategies to help you
understand exactly how different personalities think and exactly what you need
to know to diffuse difficult situations and become known as the person that
everyone can get along with

HBR's 10 Must Reads on Collaboration (with featured
article ÒSocial Intelligence and the Biology of
Leadership,Ó by Daniel Goleman and Richard Boyatzis)
2013-04-02
this book helps teachers principals superintendents and all educators develop a
repertoire of tools and skills for comfortable and effective interaction with
parents it shows you how to deal with the parent who is bossy volatile
argumentative aggressive or maybe the worst apathetic it provides specific
phrases to use with parents to help you avoid using trigger words which
unintentionally make matters worse it will show you how to deliver bad news to
good parents how to build positive credibility to all types of parents and how
to foster the kind of parent involvement which leads to student success

How to Deal With Difficult People 2021-05-15
this volume contains some key essays by french thinker edgar morin on the
subject of complexity and specifically on what morin calls complex thought pub
desc

Dealing with Difficult Parents 2013-08-16
my name is kelly and i m an ironman i never was much of an athlete but god
pulled me out of my comfort zone and put me in the world of endurance racing in
this environment he could be the strength in my weakness as i trained i became
stronger physically and spiritually in fact i came to salvation through an
ironman triathlon god showed me his goodness through sweat and pain ten iron
principles is a memoir that reveals this journey from playing football on a
boys junior varsity team to training for an ironman triathlon in adulthood from
living apart from god to praying through a 2 4 mile swim it s the story of how
god prepared me for my kingdom purpose never quit defy limits courageup

On Complexity 2008
the key to a harmonious work environment is not by working among people with
similar personalities whom you never clash with instead learning to interact
effectively with difficult coworkers is essential for success most of us are
going to work today with individuals who at times come across as incompetent
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lazy spotlight hugging whiny or backstabbing then tomorrow we go to work with
them again and again like it or not the bulk of our waking hours are spent with
people at work people who can grate on our nerves communications expert renee
evenson thoroughly explains how anyone can learn how to confront head on the
difficult situations that can arise when dealing with these personalities
before they fester and spread in powerful phrases for dealing with difficult
people evenson shares practical and easy to use tactics such as thirty common
personality traits behaviors and workplace scenarios along with the phrases
that work best with each nonverbal communication skills to back up your words
sample dialogues that demonstrate how phrasing improves interactions a five
step process for moving from conflict to resolution why this works sections
that provide detailed explanations button pushing situations are going to come
up today at work and tomorrow too don t let them rent space inside of you and
turning everything to mold instead choose to deploy simple phrases to regain
control and resolve conflicts when you do you your colleagues and your company
will be all the better for it

Ten Iron Principles: Persevering Through Difficult
Situations 2019-09-13
publisher description

Powerful Phrases for Dealing with Difficult People
2013-10-15
coaches encounter a range of situations in their professional practice that
they experience as difficult the challenges have different sources they can
come from the coaches themselves the coachees or the commissioning organization
but how do these situations present themselves in detail how can coaches
understand them and respond appropriately using real case studies collected
online this book takes a closer look at difficult situations in doing so
renowned coaches present for discussion their theoretical and methodological
perspectives and their recommendations for action this book is a translation of
the original german 1st edition schwierige situationen im business coaching by
heidi möller and jannik zimmermann published by springer fachmedien wiesbaden
gmbh part of springer nature in 2020 the translation was done with the help of
artificial intelligence machine translation by the service deepl com a
subsequent human revision was done primarily in terms of content so that the
book will read stylistically differently from a conventional translation
springer nature works continuously to further the development of tools for the
production of books and on the related technologies to support the authors the
content kassel study on difficult situations from the coaches perspective
examples from practice presentation of different perspectives and suggestions
for action from successful practitioners scientifically based and practice
oriented the target groups coaches and coach supervisors people in further
training to become a coach human resource managers academics and students the
authors heidi möller is professor of theory and methodology of counseling at
the university of kassel she has been consulting individuals teams and
organizations in a wide variety of industries with a systemicpsychodynamic
perspective for 25 years her scientific focus is on outcome and process
research of different counseling formats she leads the postgraduate master s
program in coaching supervision and organizational consulting cos in addition
to teaching in the psychology programs jannik zimmermann m sc is a business
psychologist and coach he has been working as a research associate at the
department of theory and methodology of counseling at the university of kassel
since 2020 his research interests relate to work related counseling formats
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